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CLOCK4 TUTORIAL

VERY SIMPLE “HELLO WORLD” COCOA APPLICATION
Life in a new programming environment has to start somewhere. Everybody knows the “hello world” application written in C.
This little clock is about the simplest Mac application which I can imagine.

I’d like to mention that Jean S contacted me to say that the Clock Tutorial was written for XCode 3 and talks about Interface Builder
which is now integrated within Xcode. Thank’s Jean for bringing this to my attention.
I’d like to acknowledge the contribution of my buddy maddogandnoriko on http://www.cocoaforum.com/ Thank you Todd for bringing
the method NSObject performSelector:withObject:afterDelay: to my attention. It’s perfect for this application.
The application is very simple. It’s a dialog box with a string. When the application starts, it calls tick: and his job is to update the string
and send a message to himself after a delay of 1 second.
You can download the code from: http://clanmills.com/files/Clock4.zip
All errors are mine and I hope you'll let me know if you are not able to follow the recipe. If you don't understand how/why this
works, I'll be happy to explain a little more. You are also welcome to VNC to my computer for a live demo.
This tutorial only provides the recipe and a discussion about messages and selectors in the Clock Tutorial.
I haven’t found Cocoa easy to learn or understand. Knowledge of C++/Java is a handicap. These languages are compiler centric.
Obj/C programs are like JavaScript Objects which have properties and methods. The run-time system dispatches by lookup.

RECIPE
1) Start with an empty application.
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2) Give it a name and save it.

3) Build and run it (very boring)
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4) Select MainMenu.xib to edit the UI in the Interface Builder.

	

	


Double click the Window icon (above the blue brick).

	


Resize the Clock4 Window.

	


Enter “Label” in the search field below the “Object Library”.

	


Drag a Label from the Object Library to the Clock4 Window.

	


Resize the label and center the text in the dialog box.

	


Rebuild and run the Clock4 (still very boring).

5) Add new Class ClockWindow to AppDelegate.h and modify class of AppDelegate Window
#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
// Add this code
@interface ClockWindow : NSWindow
{
IBOutlet NSTextField* label;
}
- (void) tick:(id)sender;
@end
// End of addition
@interface AppDelegate : NSObject <NSApplicationDelegate>
@property (assign) IBOutlet ClockWindow* window;
@end

There is a single TextField 	

And single method tick: 	
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6) Add code to AppDelegate.m to implement ClockWindow
#import “AppDelegate.h”
#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@implementation ClockWindow
- (void) tick:(id)sender
{
static NSDateFormatter* dateFormatter = nil;
if (!dateFormatter ) {
dateFormatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
[dateFormatter setDateStyle:NSDateFormatterLongStyle];
[dateFormatter setTimeStyle:NSDateFormatterLongStyle];
}
NSString* now = [dateFormatter stringFromDate:[NSDate date]];
[ label setStringValue:now];
[ self performSelector:@selector(tick:)
withObject: nil
afterDelay: 1.0
];
}
- (void)awakeFromNib
{
[self tick:nil];
}
@end
@implementation AppDelegate
@synthesize window = _window;
- (void)applicationDidFinishLaunching:(NSNotification *)aNotification
{
// Insert code here to initialize your application
}
@end
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7) Make your connections

	


Select the Clock4 Window and set it’s Class (on the right) to ClockWindow.

	


Right click on the Window icon (above the blue brick) and connect label (in the menu) to Label in the Clock4 Window.

	


Build and Run.

	


You should have a clock up and running!

ABOUT THE CODE
This code is quite simple.
Steps 1,2,3	

-rw-r--r--@
-rw-r--r--@
-rw-r--r--@
-rw-r--r--rw-r--r--@
drwxr-xr-x
-rw-r--r--rw-r--r--@
-rw-r--r--@

The Wizard created an application with the following source files:
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1

rmills
rmills
rmills
rmills
rmills
rmills
rmills
rmills
rmills

staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff

245B
966B
376B
1.1K
143B
170B
144K
436B
45B

We edited the following:
Step	

4	

MainMane.xib	

Step 	

5	

AppDelegate.h	

Step	

6	

AppDelegate.m	

Step 	

7	

MainMenu.xib	
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Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

19:35
19:56
19:51
19:35
19:35
23:29
23:11
19:35
19:35

./main.m
./AppDelegate.m
./AppDelegate.h
./Clock4-Info.plist
./Clock4-Prefix.pch
./en.lproj/
./en.lproj/MainMenu.xib
./en.lproj/Credits.rtf
./en.lproj/InfoPlist.strings

Main program
Code
Header
Packaging information
Precompiled header
English loc UI directory
The User Interface
For the About box
Other loc strings

Modified appearance of main windows and added a Label.
Added the Class ClockWindow and defined the interface
Added the implementation of Class ClockWindow
Connected the ClockWindow (and controls) to the Main Window.
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DISCUSSION
It’s not easy to get started with Cocoa. And this very small application requires knowledge of some concepts that are not obvious. If
you’re arriving as a refugee from Windows (MFC, Win32, or VB), you’ll probably feel very lost in the land of Cocoa. Knowledge of C+
+ doesn’t help much either with Obj/C. The object model in Obj/C is very different from C++ and reminds me a lot of JavaScript. In
C++ the compiler knows everything about your code, and the run-time system incur almost no overhead. Obj/C is much more like
JavaScript and the run-time system manages your objects.
Some of the subjects I’m going to discuss below are quite difficult to understand - especially if you are 100% new to Cocoa. If you
don’t understand them, don’t worry. If you’ve understood the tutorial and have Clock working, you’re in good shape. However you
might want to return to these pages when you’ve learned more Cocoa and you’ll probably appreciate more of what I have to say here.
Without doubt, Apple’s culture is both “No invented here” and “We never do things the way anybody else does things”. I don’t know
if this is good or bad - it’s how it is. Everything in Cocoa has a different name from what it’s called in other domains.

1) What’s self ?
C++ and JavaScript call it ‘this’. Its a keyword in Obj/C to enable an object to refer to itself.

2) What’s a delegate ?
A ‘delegate’ is simply a callback. So when we say we’re going to ourself to be the window delegate what we’re saying is “mr window,
please call me about various events”. So:
[window setDelegate:self];

is simply telling the window to call us appropriately. When you consult the documentation for NSWindowDelegate, you’ll discover
there are 20 to 30 methods. All are optional. In this case we’ve implemented:
- (BOOL) windowShouldClose:(NSNotification *)notification
{
NSLog(@"windowShouldClose");
[NSApp stop:nil];
return YES;
}

We return YES (which is 1). We also send a message to the application itself (our main.mm if you like) to ask him to stop.
The function NSLog(....) simply writes in the system log. When debugging in Xcode, log messages are written to the console.

3) What’s a selector ?
We use a selector in the tick method. It’s a cousin of the delegate. When we call performSelect, we want to give it a callback. So
when it’s time to call, perform select knows what’s to be called. So @selector(tick:) is effectively the address of the tick: function.
- (void) tick: (id) sender
{
[ self performSelector: @selector(tick:)
withObject: nil
afterDelay: 1.0
];
}

4) How can a delegate have optional methods?
There is however a little more to be said about selectors. When Obj/C is compiling code, he assigns a unique identifier to every entry
point name in the code. So performSelect:withObject:afterDelay: has a number and it’s different from tick:. So the selector isn’t a
memory address, it’s an integer. You can find the name with the function:
	


NSString* aString = NSStringFromSelector(aSelector);

Obj/C uses late binding. In other words, the system figures out what to do at run-time. The compiler defers information to the runtime system. This is very different from C++ where the compiler determines everything and there is almost no run-time overhead.
Any object can an entry point for any selector. So the way in which a delegate works if for the caller to first ask the object if it has an
entry point:
	


(BOOL) [ object respondsToSelector:@selector(windowShouldClose:)] ;

So the caller (in our case window) will test the delegate and will call if it is available.
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This is a very flexible system. An object can be a delegate of any number of objects. And a delegate of any number of classes of
object. Of course you’ll have to be careful if two delegate protocols have the same name for different types of delegation.

4) What’s is a NIB ?
The NIB is the Next Interface Builder binary file. With XCode 3, Apple introduced the .xib file which is an XML representation of the
nib. When XCode builds your application, he creates the NIB for each of your .xib’s and stores the in the Resources directory of your
application bundle. Here are the files in the application bundle of Clock4.app:
Clock4.app/
Clock4.app/Contents/
Clock4.app/Contents/Info.plist
Clock4.app/Contents/MacOS/
Clock4.app/Contents/MacOS/Clock4
Clock4.app/Contents/PkgInfo
Clock4.app/Contents/Resources/
Clock4.app/Contents/Resources/en.lproj/
Clock4.app/Contents/Resources/en.lproj/Credits.rtf
Clock4.app/Contents/Resources/en.lproj/InfoPlist.strings
Clock4.app/Contents/Resources/en.lproj/MainMenu.nib

Application Bundle
This folder is always there (reason unknown)
Extract from Clock4-Info.plist
This folder is always there
The executable (can run from terminal)
Extract from Clock4-Info.plist
Resource directory
Copied from the source

The Nib (binary representation of UI)

At run time, NIBs are loaded into memory. The system creates an object which is represented by the NIB (using the object init
method), then it loads the nib and calls the objects - (void) awakeFromNib: method and the object can carry out additional
initialization at that time. The business of creating the GUI itself is handled for your application and IBOutlets (such as timeString) are
set up on your behalf.
I’ve personally found it difficult to understand the NIB because it’s binary. You can’t look inside it. And it contains lots of magic such as
bindings. For the Clock application however, the nib is very simple.

5) What is - (and +) in function declarations and definitions ?
- 	

+ 	


is an Instance method (applies to the instance of the object).
is a Class method (applies to the Class) 	

 = static member function in C++.

6) What are all those square brackets [ in the code ] ?
Obj/C source code is C and has the extension .m. Obj/C++ source code is C++ and has the extension .mm
Obj/C is an effort to endow object technology (modeled after small-talk) to be used from the C programming language. There really
is only one very prominent extension to ‘C’ in Obj/C and that is the message syntax:
	


[ object	


name : arg name2: arg2 ..... ];

This is the syntax to “send a message” to another object. The call is synchronous. The message isn’t put onto the Q for later response,
it is handled immediately. For the life of me, I don’t know call it a message as it effectively the same as a method invocation. Microsoft
Windows on the other hand has two ways to send a message. PostMessage says put it on the message Q and it will be eventually
processed. SendMessage says “send immediately without delay”.
Obj/C provides only SendMessage capability. However every object is derived from NSObject which as the following method:
(void) performSelector:(SEL) aSelector withObject:(id)anArgument afterDelay:(NSTimeInterval) delay

So we can use this method (with delay = 0) to “post” a message on the message queue for subsequent processing.	


7) What are those @"...." strings ?
They are NSString* strings.
C/C++ provide to types of string:
	

const char* “abc” 	

 	

	

const wchar_t* L”abc” 	

Obj/C adds:
	

NSString* @”abc” 	

	


ascii
unicode strings.
NSString* strings (with properties to obtain various encodings)

8) What’s the difference between a delegate and a notification?
An object can only have a single delegate. There is no chain or list of delegates. An object has a delegate or it does not.
However an object can have properties and any number of other objects can Observe the property. When a property is changed, all
Observers are notified.
We’re not using Notifications in this application, so I’m not going to discuss this further in this tutorial.
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LICENSE
//
//
//

Clock4.pdf
This file is part of Clock

//
//

Clock is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

//
//

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

//
//

(at your option) any later version.

//
//

Clock is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

//
//

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
GNU General Public License for more details.

//
//

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

See the

//
//

along with Clock.

//
//

This file is original work by Robin Mills, San Jose, CA 2010 http://clanmills.com



If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Robin Mills
Software Engineer

Windows/Mac/Linux
C++, Web, JavaScript, UI

400 N First St #311
San Jose, CA 95112
T (408) 288 7673
C (408) 394 1534
robin@clanmills.com
http://clanmills.com
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